Abstract|The magnitude of the lters associated with Daubechies' wavelets is shown to converge to an ideal high-pass lter when the length of the support of the wavelets increases to 1. The convergence of the lters is monotonic. That is, the larger support of a Daubechies' wavelet, the better quality of the lter associated with. The rate of the convergence is also given. The magnitude of the lter associated with each Daubechies' wavelet is shown to be monotonically increasing from 0; ]. Finally, the approximation to the ideal high-pass lter does not have Gibbs' phenomenon.
I. Introduction.
In her celebrated paper 1], Daubechies constructed orthonormal and compactly supported wavelets and studied their properties. Later, she presented in 3] some variations of her wavelets. One application of those constructions is to provide a good mathematical tool for constructing conjugate quadrature lters in subband coding design in signal processing. (See, e.g., 2] and 5].) A subband coding scheme may be described as follows: A digital signal fs n g is decomposed into a low-pass and a high-pass signal by convoluting with a lowpass digital lter H(z) and a high-pass digital lter G(z) and then down-sampling by 2.
Thus, two digital signals fs (1) n g and fs (2) n g are obtained before encoding and transmission. (See Figure 1 below.) After the signals fs (1) n g and fs (2) n g are received, they are decoded and up-sampled by 2. Then they are reconstructed into one digital signal fs n g by convoluting with a low-pass lter H(z) and a high-pass lter G(z) and simply adding together. In order to have the output signal fs n g perfectly reconstructed from the input signal fs n g with reasonable time delay, the four digital lters H; G; H; and G must satisfy the following conditions: The better approximation, the better lters are.
Let H n and G n be the lters associated with Daubechies' scaling function n and wavelet n . That is, H n (e j! ) = n^ (2!) n^ (!) and G n (e j! ) = e ?j! H n (?e j! ):
Then it is known (cf. 2]) that H n and G n together with their conjugate form a conjugate quadrature lter satisfying the prefect reconstruction condition. From 2], the graph of those lters are a low-pass and a high-pass lters. When n is larger, the graphs are closer to an ideal situation.
Inspired by those graphs, the author is interested in investigating the behavior of the lters associated with Daubechies scaling functions and wavelets and their limit when n goes to 1. One of the objectives of this paper is to show that when the length of the compact support of n and n becomes to the whole real line, the H n and G n converge to the ideal low-pass lter H I and the ideal high-pass lters G I , respectively. When those H n and G n are chosen in a subband coding design, the cuto of the signal into low-pass and high-pass bands can be made very sharp when the support of Daubechies' wavelets is su ciently large. We shall show that the convergence is monotonic. Thus, the larger n is, the better quality of the lters. We also show that jH n (e j! )j is monotonically decreasing and jG n (e j! )j is monotonically increasing. Hence, those lters H n (e j! ) and G n (e j! ) do not have the e ect of ripples or side lobes which are often seen in the common design of quadrature mirror lters (QMF) or conjugate quadrature lters (CQF). (Cf. 4] and 8].) We shall also give the rate of the convergence. With that rate, we are able to assess those lters. Finally, we demonstrate that the approximation of those lters to the ideal lters does not have Gibbs's phenomenon.
II. Filters Associated with Daubechies'
Scaling function and Wavelet. by Riesz's lemma (cf. 1]). In fact, there are many F n satisfying that property, e.g., the F n obtained by Riesz' lemma which results a nonsymmetric wavelets while the F n obtained in 3] which results a more symmetric wavelet. For any xed F n satisfying the above relation, we de ne a transfer function H n (z) = 1 + z 2 n F n (z):
Then Daubechies' scaling function n is de ned in terms of its Fourier transform by We are interested in jH n (z)j and jG n (z)j when n is large. From the graphs of jH n j for n = 2; 6; and 10 (cf. p. 200 in 2]), we can expect that the limit of jH n (z)j as n ! 1 is an ideal low-pass lter. This is the situation as in the following theorem. Theorem 1. Let F n (z) be a polynomial in z such that jF n (z)j jH n (e j! )j jH n+1 (e j! )j jH I (e j! )j = 1; for ! 2 0; =2) and jH n (e j! )j jH n+1 (e j! )j jH I (e j! )j = 0; for ! 2 ( =2; ]:
Remark 1. The convergence to an ideal lter was also proved in 6] by using a di erent method. Our result is stronger than their. We show the convergence is monotonic, i.e., the quality of jH n (e j! )j is better as n is larger. To be precise, jH n+1 (e j! )j is closer to an ideal lter than jH n (e j! )j is. (1 ? y) n P n (y) + y n P n (1 ? y) = 1 that 0 f n (!) 1:
It also follows that
Thus, f n ( =2) = 1 2 ; 8n:
In order to show that f n (!) has a limit, we show that f n (!) is monotonically increasing for j!j 2 0; =2) and monotonically decreasing for j!j 2 ( =2; ] as n increases. we say s n (x) has a Gibbs' phenomenon at x 0 when s n (x) approximates f(x 0 ), where b(x 0 ; x) denotes the close interval with one end x 0 and the other end x. Thus, the approximation of jH n (e j! )j to the ideal low-pass lter is better than the sum of the rst n terms of the Fourier expansion of the ideal low-pass lter.
